
The Quest Academy has once again
been rated ‘Good’ in all respects by
Ofsted inspectors and has improved
since the last inspection in June 2015.
The inspector’s report, which follows a
visit to the academy in June 2018,
commends the Academy’s strong and
effective leadership for maintaining,
“the good quality of education in the
school since the last inspection” and
ensuring, “that the school continues to
improve”. “Leaders communicate a clear
vision of a learning journey for all pupils
as they progress through the school”.

The inspectors acknowledged that of
those Sixth Form students who left in
2017, all of them “secured places at
university or were accepted onto
apprenticeships,” and, “Just under one in
five students went to Russell Group
universities, with one student gaining a
place at Oxford University. This
impressive figure is above the London
average.” Prior to joining the Sixth Form,
“Pupils continue to achieve very well at
GCSE” and, “The proportion of strong
passes in both GCSE English and
mathematics continues to be above
national averages.”

In terms of student behaviour, the
report identified, “a strong learning
culture in the school whereby most
pupils understand the importance of
behaving well. Inspectors found pupils
to be both courteous and respectful”.
“All the pupils who spoke to inspectors
said that they felt safe and well looked

after. They reported that bullying is very
rare.”

The comprehensive curriculum offered
was also praised. “Inspectors found that
there is a broad range of subjects on
offer to pupils who, when speaking to
inspectors, were very positive about
the variety of opportunities available to
them”.

Andy Crofts, Principal, says, “We’re really
pleased that Ofsted has endorsed our
view that we are a good school with
significant strengths, outcomes that are
above the national average and an
organisation which continues to
improve year on year. We will now work
tirelessly to become truly outstanding
in the years to come.”
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Another examination season is over and we
have said farewell to another cohort of Year 13
students. We wish them all the best for their
futures at a variety of prestigious universities
and high quality apprenticeships.

You will have recently seen our latest OFSTED
letter, confirming that the school remains good
and has improved further since the last
inspection. Thank you for your help and support
in our endeavour to never be complacent and
to keep improving our school until we are truly
outstanding.

In this newsletter you’ll find a piece from the
CEO of our new Trust (p2) and details of the
many things that go on outside of routine
lessons to make your child’s experience of
education a truly unforgettable one. I myself
enjoyed a fabulous trip to Howletts Zoo last
week as part of the Academy day programme
and was impressed by the Aspinall foundation’s
conservation efforts around the world.

To keep up to date with all these events and key
information consider following us on social
media. We have a Facebook page and Twitter
feed. The PE faculty also has its own Twitter feed
for their latest news.

I hope you have a relaxing summer. School
begins for all year groups on Tuesday 4th
September, details of the start times for
individual year groups will be communicated
soon.

Best wishes,

Mr. A. Crofts

Principal’s
Message

The Quest Academy Retains
Ofsted “Good” Rating
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Accelerated Reader

On 17th April, a team of six students from Quest, aged 12-13 years old, took part in the
Faraday Challenge Day. This is for students across the UK who are interested in either
Science, Design & Technology, Mathematics or Engineering.

Six teams of six students compete against
one another to see who can design, create
and promote the best solution to a given
challenge. All challenges are genuine, real-
life engineering problems.

The challenge this year was kept under
wraps until the Faraday teams arrived and
met with competing schools but as it’s their
10th anniversary year they had partnered
with Thorpe Park and guaranteed it would
be bigger and better than ever!

The winning team from each event will take home an Amazon voucher for themselves as
well as gaining a place on the league table. The top five teams at the end of the season
will go forward into the National Final in July 2018 where they will be treated to an all-
expenses-paid trip to Thorpe Park as well as be in with the chance of taking home £1,000
for their school to spend on STEM activities.

This year’s event was hosted at Trinity School and our team competed with five other
schools to get to the semi-final. Our team worked extremely hard at their unique design
and overcame a number of taxing engineering problems in the process. They learnt a
great deal about electrical engineering solutions and produced a unique and exciting
prototype.

Our team members this year were: Shehroze Ahmad, Cameron Baldock, Giulia Dusea,
Julia Kolodziej, Andrea Popescu and Riya Roby.

L. Mcleod

CEO’s Message

The Faraday Challenge

When I wrote to
parents and carers at
the start of June to
mark The Quest
Academy joining The
Collegiate Trust (TCT),
I commented on your already “wonderful
academy” and the incredible
achievements it has delivered for so
many students; little did I suspect that
within two days, OFSTED would come
along to test this out! 

In reading the report now published by
OFSTED, it is particularly pleasing to read
that our students are “courteous and
respectful”, and that high numbers are
going to top quality universities as a
result of their excellent achievements at
Quest; the OFSTED inspectors were clear
that this continues to be a great academy
which will continue to improve.

I outlined in my letter that the purpose
of TCT is to deliver exceptional education
for all of our students. We believe that
this has three key features:

Academic rigour to develop
knowledge, understanding and
application in order to achieve the
best grades possible in examinations

Creative, cultural and physical
learning to ensure a rounded
education and understanding of the
wider world

Personal and social development to
build the skills, qualities and
confidence that allows our students
to become successful adults.

It is this commitment to exceptional
education that is driving our partnership
of six academies: Courtwood Primary,
Gilbert Scott Primary, Gossops Green
Primary, Riddlesdown Collegiate, The
Quest Academy and Waterfield Primary.
Our commitment is to work with the
Quest community, to build on the
excellent work of recent years, and to
provide a quality education to all of our
students.

Mr G Smith

CEO, The Collegiate Trust

This term, after undertaking their initial reading
tests, students in Years 7 to 10 selected new
reading books from the school library at their
recommended reading level and are now
involved in a rigorous reading programme that
will accelerate their literacy progress and have a
significant impact on their academic progress
throughout the whole school.

Students’ progression will be monitored through the star quizzes that they
undertake after completing their book.  We are able to evaluate progress and to
provide reward where appropriate.   

In support of the scheme, a significant investment has been made in our library
and students have many more exciting books to choose from. 

Hafsa Raja loves ‘Indigo Blue’ and is now ready to move up to the highest level.
Michael Reapy is reading ‘The Amulet of Samarkhand’, which he finds very well
written and he feels that the author has succeeded in gripping his readership.
Phoebe Moor has read eight chapters of, ‘Spindles Edge,’ and particularly enjoys its
descriptive passages.

We are very excited about this new programme which has given our pupils many
new and exciting challenges with their reading.

L. Mcleod



Ladies and gentlemen a new species has
arrived by the name of the Buttabit! 

Year 7s had to put on their creative
thinking hats and bring their new
knowledge on adaptations and habitats
to life. They were set a Science homework
task where they had to design their own
species and a suitable habitat for the
species to live in.

Patricia Balcacer-Rodriguez (7.2)
produced an outstanding piece of work

and it was evident that a huge amount of
thought and detail had gone into her
work. Patricia also ensured that she linked
her scientific knowledge and clearly
explained each adaptation on her
Buttabit species.

In recognition of her great work, Patricia
was awarded a Principal’s
Commendation. Her work was
considered “Beyond impressive!”

N. Omezi
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Principal’s Commendation for Year 7 species work

Staff Cook Off 2018 proved again to be a
huge success with two heats providing
us with some exciting and tasty meals
and some more comical cooks made the
event so much more entertaining. 

We had some near disasters with oil,
some stealing of plates and some fierce
attempts to try and distract other teams
to help them burn their cooking.

The judges spent a long time
deliberating over the dishes that were
provided with us and eventually we had
two winners crowned. A huge thank you
to everyone who took part and for
making it a great event! Bring on Staff
Cook Off 2019.

E. Wicks

Cook Off 2018

Winning groups from each Year 8 class
were able to work with a facilitator from
First Give on their presentation skills to
help them for the final. The facilitator
worked with each group and gave them
personalised feedback to make sure they
enter the final fully prepared. By the end,
each group were able to identify the skills needed to make a great presentation,
especially in order for them to win £1000 for their charity.

I cannot wait to see what the final presentations look like!

C. Chalmers 

First Give workshop

The Quest Academy
has set up its own
allotment area so that
the students can
learn how to grow
their own vegetables
and fruit.

The Wallington
Nursery Propagation
Unit in
Woodmansterne
Road has kindly
donated all the
plants, along with
pots and compost to
get us off to a flying

start. Mr Laurence Newton, the owner of the nursery, was extremely pleased to hear that
the school wanted to give their students an opportunity to see how food is grown and
how much better it tastes when picked and cooked, straight from the ground.

This will be our first year of planting and we are looking
forward to nurturing these plants along with eating the
produce it provides.

We would like to thank Mr Newton for his help in getting this
project underway.

New Growth at The Quest



The History Department is planning a trip to
Krakow, Poland, in February 2019.
The visit will give students a first-hand
insight into the history and culture of one of
Europe’s most historic Medieval cities, and
the opportunity to explore one of the
darkest moments of the 20th century: the
Nazi invasion and occupation of Poland
during World War Two and the Holocaust. 

This period of History is a key topic in both
the Year 8 and A Level schemes of learning.
The trip will be highly informative, giving
pupils a unique opportunity to engage
directly with periods and events of the past
which remain seminal moments in World
History. 

The itinerary for the trip includes a visit to
Auschwitz-Birkenau; a guided walking tour
of central Krakow, including visits to
Kazimierz, Podgorze, the University quarter
and the Jewish quarter; entrance to and
tour of the Oscar Schindler Museum; and a
half-day visit and tour to the Wielickza Salt
Mines.
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History Poland Trip
Studio camera and lights are not only for
Hollywood Actors. Three lucky Year 11
Creative Media students, and their equally
lucky Creative Media teacher, received a
metaphorical golden ticket into the fast
paced and exciting world of Television and
Entertainment. 

Students were given a tour around the CNBC Studios and even got to experience the
operations of a live news broadcast for the morning show, Squawk Box. After filming, and
a very insightful Q&A with the presenters, students were given the opportunity to
experience what the professionals do – read from the teleprompter and deliver some
gripping news. 

It really had a positive impact on their coursework presentations and even influenced
them to look into media related work experience.

D. Jones-Alleyne

Year 11 Visit to CNBC studios

In the spring term, Year 9 students had the grand
opportunity to take part in a hip-hop style, spoken
word poetry workshop to ignite some lyrical inspiration
for their own poetry in their English lessons. 

Lead by the charismatic spoken word artist, GhettoGeek (Thomas Owoo) and
assisted by fellow spoken word artist, Broken Pen, students were able to stretch and
flex their creativity to write poems that reflected the theme of cultural and societal
identity, looking in an entertaining way at what it means to be 'me'.  

Students - and teachers - were excited to share their cultural traditions, personal
interests and to proudly proclaim, "Excuse me, I am ... ME!"

Students also enjoyed their own private concert as GhettoGeek and Broken Pen
both 'spit' their best flows, performing their poetry, showing students how to bring
their masterpieces to life!

D. Jones-Alleyne

Year 9 Poetry workshop

On the summer Academy Day trip to Brighton, a
group of 30 students and staff experienced an
enjoyable day out at Brighton Pier. The sunshine
and blue skies made for an ideal day out. We went
to the beach briefly, but students were very keen
to get to the pier!

After a fun afternoon of rides, games and fish and
chips, we caught the train home with 40 seconds
to spare.

Brighton

For Summer Academy Day, 40 Year 10s
enjoyed a trip to Kensington Palace. 

The weather was exceptional for the
entire day and pupils enjoyed walking
around Kensington Gardens on the
way to the Palace. 

Upon arrival pupils were in awe of the
size of the rooms and traditional
architecture. Moving through the
Palace the pupils enjoyed looking at
the artwork and décor. 

The highlight of the trip was viewing the Princess Diana exhibition. All of
the pupils were amazed by the dresses and this led to interesting
discussions about Diana’s work and her inspirational legacy and the
legacy the pupils can one day leave.

Y. Marshall

Trip to Kensington Palace
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On a glorious Thursday morning,
eighteen Year 8 students set out
for The Churchill War Rooms in
London. 

This concealed pocket of history
lay untouched from the end of
World War Two until 1984 when
it was re-opened to the public as
a museum. It offered students an
insight into the world beneath
the pavements, from where
Winston Churchill conducted the
war effort and oversaw many of
the key decisions that would
shape the outcome of the
conflict. 

Students enjoyed the
opportunity to explore the
warren-like system of
underground rooms, each with
an intrinsic role to play, alongside
engaging with the interactive
specially designated Churchill
section of the museum, allowing
visitors to explore the entire life
of the former Prime Minister. 

Students conducted themselves
excellently throughout the day,
and thoroughly enjoyed the
opportunity to lunch outside in
Parliament Square. An excellent
and informative day had by all.

A. Boundy

In September two students were selected to take part in the Teach First Futures programme.
Leigha Smith and Shania Roadnight-Dealie have been part of this fantastic opportunity and look
forward to the mentoring through the UCAS process that lies ahead. 

The Futures Mentoring is a two year programme that provides information, activities and support
for sixth-formers in England to submit an excellent university application. Throughout the two
years, they will attend university trips both locally and nationally; stay for three nights at either the
University of Oxford or Cambridge; and work with a mentor throughout Year 13 supporting their
journey to University.

Teach First Futures Programme

The Quest Academy is part of the
National Collaborative Outreach Project
(NCOP), which involves a small number
of students from Years 9 to 13. 

This term, the Year 12 UCAS and Uni.
Prep event took place a Roehampton
University on 4th July. Students not only
had the opportunity to hear from
Roehampton University ambassadors
but also those from Kingston and St
Mary’s University. The sessions included
'How to Apply', 'Researching Universities
& Courses', 'University Level Study', and
'Applying to Competitive Universities'.
The Year 12 NCOP cohort also had the
opportunity to attend the Leap into

Liverpool residential trip. Liverpool is a
city with an abundance of history and
the largest collection of galleries and
museums outside London; the perfect
place to choose for an educational /
residential school trip. 

All students were accommodated at
Hope University Liverpool. Hope is the
main teaching campus and is situated in
Childwall, a leafy suburb of Liverpool.
The campus is a mini educational village
with places to live, work, study, eat and
relax. Our programme for the four days
was packed with going on a bus tour
around Liverpool, Ghost tour, Anfield
Liverpool Football Club, museums, the

docks, drama/music workshop the
theatre, and having a meal at the
Refinery and more. 

We must thank Mark Ellis and Justine
Marcham form NCOP/Aimhigher
London for organising this wonderful
trip.

M. D’Mello and H. Budd

NCOP - uCAs and university Preparation

Two students in Year 12 have been accepted on the Teach First Oxbridge Support programme.
The aim of this programme is to inspire pupils to apply, to support them to make the best
application possible and develop the key skills to succeed at interview and helps them prepare to
achieve the grades needed to take up their place. 

This year, Huda Hammad and Tia Pillay-Mitchell were selected and have already attended a day
trip to the University of Oxford. In Year 13, they will receive support and attend workshops
designed to support them through admissions tests and interviews. They will also receive one-to-
one support and if offered an Oxbridge place, will be provided with tuition to help them achieve
their required grades. 

Teach First Oxbridge support

Churchill war
Rooms Visit

A number of opportunities from employers and Universities come into the Academy each
academic year. These are offered to students but it is down to their independence and drive to
apply and take them up. This year three students did this and embarked on a 5-day taster week at
City University of London. 

Fadouba Conde and Lovina Nulliah took part in the Health Professions Taster Week where they
experienced different activities including: taster sessions in different health-related subjects –
optometry, radiography, psychology, biology, speech and language therapy and mental health. 
Leigh Smith took part in the Nursing and Midwifery Taster Week and experienced taster sessions in
adult nursing, child nursing, midwifery, mental health, applied biological science and psychology.
All three attended a careers interview session, work experience session and a personal statement
workshop. This was an invaluable experience for all students and are very proud that they did this
independently.

H.     Budd

City, university of London Taster weeks

Quest6 News
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Creative Arts has continued to grow this year. The biggest
event by far was the school production with the successful
showing of High School Musical which featured in the
Academy’s Spring newsletter. This involved many students and
was a step up in quality from the previous two shows.

Drama has taken students to over 12 trips this year. One of the
biggest of these events has been our year long association with
the Old Vic and the Donmar Warehouse. There have also been
highlights such as the trip to the Panto and, more recently, to
the Apollo to watch Wicked. There are already plans in place for
trips in the next academic year.

There have been a variety of workshops over the academic year,
which have specifically benefitted the GCSE Drama students.
There was also a project run with CYTO (Croydon Youth Theatre
Organisation) where students form Years 8 and 9 were able to
devise a piece of theatre before performing live at CYTO.

All of the above events have meant that Drama Department has
continued to grow and is expecting two further GCSE groups
next year (meaning there will be two groups in each of Years 9,
10 and 11) as well as an anticipated Year 12 A-level group.

Art has benefited enormously this year from the teacher’s own
experiences, demonstrated by a distinct “upturn” in the overall
quality of student work. A greater determination has been
fostered in the students, which was further developed with a
visiting practitioner who came in to expose the GCSE group to
new ideas. Art is expected to continue to grow as we move to
the next academic year.

Music has been resurgent with a host of new instruments and
facilities. Schemes of work have been updated which has
further enhanced the student’s respect of the subject. There has
also been a push for concerts with the Year 10 GCSE group
performing in June in front of an invited audience. Music is
expected to continue to grow as we move to the next academic
year.

G. Kensit

Creative Arts News

On Wednesday 9th May 2018 thirty
students from a mixture of Years 8, 9 &
10 were able to attend a matinee of
the hit musical Wicked.

The students had a fantastic time and
it benefited their musical and
dramatic cultural knowledge.

To make the event all the sweeter the
seats we were given were more than
10 times the value we paid for them.
Therefore the Quest students really
did get a first class experience!

“wicked” Theatre Trip

On Friday 29th June the first of two Year 10 Drama
groups performed their devised plays to friends and
family. It was a great success and the students
certainly felt fulfilled after the event. 

The 2nd group repeated this process with their own
plays on the 3rd July with an extra bonus feature: The
Drama room has had new curtains installed which
have massively increased the performance space and
visual effect. It means that the space has developed
and been tweaked each year so as it is a comfortable
classroom/studio performance venue now. 

The fifty Year 10 students had been working for three months to create this
assessed performance and this successful dress performance preceded their
exam on the 12th July.

Drama GCsE Performance
On Tuesday 15th May, thirty Year 10s were
able to participate in a drama workshop
focusing on the play Mood Music. This was
followed by a trip the day after to the Old Vic
to watch the aforementioned play. 

The play was a complex story about
intellectual property and psychological
angst; it certainly challenged them. 

This trip completed this year’s project with
the Old Vic; four plays and workshops for a
total cost of around £5,000.  We would like to
thank the generous sponsors who covered
the cost, essentially making it free for Quest.
The Quest Academy was one of just 30
schools (from 80 that applied last summer)
lucky enough to be accepted onto the
project.

“Mood Music”
Theatre Visit

c R E A T i V E

A R T S
f o c u s



Since The Quest Academy first opened, we have been part
of the Step into Dance programme, run in conjunction with
The Jack Petchey Foundation and The Royal Academy of
Dance.

This year we have had our largest dance group and
performed one our most difficult dance routines yet. The
group performed at the Spring Sharings at Woodcote High
School competing for the chance to perform at Sadler’s
Wells in July. We will keep our fingers crossed for the results!

H. Budd 
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On 22nd March, a group of GCSE PE
student volunteers travelled to Crystal
Palace Park National Sports Centre to lead
groups participating in the London Youth
Games. 

In pairs we were allocated a group of 10
primary or secondary school students
who we stayed with throughout the day.
We participated in unique sports that had
been altered for people who live with a
disability like blindness, or the inability to
walk. For example: Visually Impaired
football and netball, Goal ball, Boccia,
Sitting Volley ball and cricket. Each of
these sports was really fascinating to help
teach and to learn about as it was really
interesting to see the disabled version of
the sports. 

We guided our groups through the
different sports stations and helped the
students participate in the range of
activities on offer. A rota ensured that each
of the school groups had enough time to
experience each of the unique
opportunities, so we spent about an hour
at each before rotating. 

It was a great day, where we developed
our leadership skills and learned how to
adapt sports to be suitable for everyone.

A. Chase and E. Roseweir (Year 9)

sports Leadership 

sEP Event

The Year 9 rugby team had an up and down season with some exceptional
games alongside some lacklustre performances, finishing the season in 3rd
place in their league of seven teams. This was a commendable effort
considering the lack of experience within our team. 

The boys are moving in the right direction and with some solid training and
increased levels of commitment they have a very strong chance to do even
better next season. The team benefitted from some extra coaching provided by
Jacques from Harlequins who has selected 9 of them to attend extra ‘Harlequins
Project Rugby’ training sessions. 

Special mention must go to Connor Rumbelow who has been selected for the
Harlequins Inner London Player Development Programme.

T. Bevan

Year 9 Rugby

step into Dance

The Year 7 rugby team managed a positive winning season by winning 4 out of the
7 matches they played. This is very impressive considering some of the boys had
only just taken up the sport when they joined Quest Academy. 

The highlight of the season was the Dorking Rugby Festival where the boys ran in
loads of tries and put up some very brave defence using all of the skills gained from
training. The fast feet of Joey Roseweir and the big ball carrying ability from Tyreese
left many opposition players grabbing at thin air. 

Big congratulations need to go to Malachi Simms who turned up to every single
training session and captained the team from the front leading the tackle count for
the majority of games. Another special mention must go to our leading try scorer
Joshua Tumushabe.

Year 7 Rugby

On Tuesday 3rd July, The Quest Academy hosted
this year’s Selsdon Education Partnership (SEP)
Summer Event. All of the students from
Courtwood, Forestdale, Gilbert Scott and Red
Gates Primary Schools (nearly 1000 students)
spent time working with older students from
The Quest Academy, taking part in World Cup
Football based activities.

The proceedings kicked off with a welcome and
dance routine performed by Quest Academy
students. The Primary school visitors had all
learnt the words, hand gestures and sign
language to this year’s official World Cup song.
Students then took part in a range of activities
led by some of the Academy’s Sports Leaders.

S. Trehearn

The Year 8 netball team had a mixed season,
playing 5 games in total, winning 2 and losing
3. They came 3rd in the table overall out of six.
We ended the season with a positive goal
difference of 9 which shows that our defence
team – Imaan Powell-Wilson, Gloria Jonah and
Mikyelah Raphael-Morgan – played a vital role. 

Over the season we saw some excellent
shooting from Daniella Buchanan, Akiza Barata,
Sharnae Uwabor and Aya Hmine scoring a
total of 27 goals between them. Our centre
court players, Paris McLean and new recruits
for the year Elza Hisenaj, Tajseane Sackey and
Isabella Burton, had a great season in the
middle linking the play between our attack
and defence. 

Well done to all those involved! Bring on next
season! 

Netball
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For the 6th year in succession, we awoke to yet another beautiful day
for sports day, the sun was shining with a light breeze which made
conditions perfect for an action packed day of sport.

As in previous years, the day started with a multi-sports festival in
which every student from Years 7-10 and 12 was involved. There was
basketball, football, cricket, netball, dance, chess and rounders.
Students competed in their houses which made for some hard fought
matches across all sports. Hillary dominated the football whilst
Livingstone won both netball tournaments. The basketball was shared
between the 3 houses and Livingstone won the cricket, Year 9/10
rounders and the chess. Overall Livingstone won the morning events
with a total of 555 points, Hillary were second with 440 and
Shackleton third with 335 points.

The afternoon saw the athletics competition take place. This was hard
fought with competitors from all houses achieving success.
Shackleton came back strong from their morning disappointment
with a resounding victory in the Year 7 boys’ competition, beating
Livingstone by a huge 126 points! In the Year 7 girls’ section, the three
houses were split by 10 points, with Hillary coming out on top. The
Year 8 boys were even closer with 6 points splitting them, this time,
Shackleton won. They also took the Year 8 girls crown. Livingston won
in the Year 9 boys’ competition; Hillary in the girls’ as well as Year 10
boys and girls. Overall only 42 points separated the 3 houses.

T. Bevan

sports Day 2018

Start of Autumn Term 2018 - Tuesday 4th September
Half Term Holiday - 
Monday 22nd October - Friday 2nd November
End of Autumn Term - Friday 21st December 2018

Events
KS3 Awards Evening - Wednesday 12th September 5pm - 7pm
KS4 Awards Evening - Thursday 13th September 5pm - 7pm
Year 11 Trip to V & A - Thursday 18th October.
Paris Trip - 18th - 22nd October

Academy Day - Wednesday 17th October
Year 10 & 11 Theatre Trip - Thursday 15th November
Academy Open Evening
Tuesday 25th September 5pm - 8pm
Q6 Open Evening
Tuesday 9th October 4pm - 7pm

ACADEMY AT WORK TOURS
Monday 1st October 11am 
Monday 8th October 11am
Monday 15th October 11am

important dates for your diary

This year the Year 11s had their summer
graduation prom at the Bickley Manor
Hotel. The event was well attended by
staff and students. The weather was
fantastic and this with a sensational DJ
made the evening perfect. 

At the event students voted for their
prom King and Queen, Lauren Apps
and Ibrahim Ismail.

Year 11 Prom

This all meant that the final scores were as follows:

Livingstone 1569

Hillary 1477

Shackleton 1391


